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“It was

comradeship,
kinship,
admiration
for abilities.”
(DANNY MCCARTHY,
LIFESOUNDS ARTIST)

LifeSounds is an inter-generational
arts project that promotes creative
citizenship through the development
of inclusive, ensemble-based
approaches to collaborative,
community-based artistic practice.
In 2012 the project brought
together older adults from two
daycare settings in cork city, local
artists from various disciplines,
and UCC School of Music and
Theatre students, to create and
perform new context-specific,
multi-media performance pieces.
Lifesounds was established as part
of the UCC School of Music and
Theatre initiative, FUAIM Music
and Community, and evolved over
several months, between January
2012 and October 2012.
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“The rappers –

sensational! They
were sensational
those boys ...
at our age to
get someone as
young as [them]
to be interested in
us – that’s what
it is all about…”
(ANNA KAVANAGH,
ARD NA RÍ RESIDENT)

BASED ON TWO previous
intergenerational arts-in-community
projects, MOMENT (Cork 2005)
and LifeSongs (Little Globe, 2007),
LifeSounds empowered participants to
explore and connect with their innate
creativity, express their individual and
collective identities, and engage with
the wider community through various
artforms.
LifeSounds was established by Gráinne
McHale as part of her Ph.D research.
Gráinne’s research explores the role
of interactive music technology in
enabling creative expression. She is the
recipient of a Ph.D Scholarship from
the College of Arts, Celtic Studies, and
Social Sciences, UCC.
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“I would describe

it as a very very
warm project and
it was accessible
for people who
never had the
opportunity to
be involved with
arts, especially
in a performance
field. It was very
accessible!”
(INMA PAVON,
LIFESOUNDS ARTIST)

LIFESOUNDS FACILITATED
WEEKLY gatherings in two adult
daycare settings: Ard na Rí in
Farranree and O’Connell Court in
Togher.
Six Cork-based artists worked
alongside UCC School of Music and
Theatre students and residents of
both daycare centres to form the
LifeSounds ensembles.
LifeSounds in each setting involved
working collaboratively on creative
writing, poetry, movement, sound,
and musical interactions towards the
creation of multimedia performance
pieces.
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The LifeSounds Model
1. January – May 2012
Introductions and explorations
During May and June introductory workshops developed in
each setting. Gentle activities, using movement, instrument
playing, and sing-songs, took place during these visits. The
visits also involved lots of tea drinking – essential to the
success of the project!

2. June – July 2012
Developmental creative workshops
As the introductory workshops evolved, collaborative,
improvisation-based processes were introduced by the
artists, facilitating the emergence of more of the hidden
skills and talents of the individual ensemble members.
3. August – November 2012
Sharing of work with wider community and performance
In the third phase of the work, each ensemble emerged
with its own style and a distinctive repertoire of expressive
material. Two performance events were presented at the end
of this final phase.
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“Incredible moments ... The peaks were extremely

high ... there were things emerging that I think
were extremely powerful, and people were quite
happy to feel ‘I’ve had my moment’.”
(JASON SHANNON, UCC MUSIC STUDENT)

“The exploratory phase wasn’t just about us

getting to know the participants, it was about them
getting to know us, and us getting to know each
other as well. It was a really important phase. And
I think without it we wouldn’t have been able to
move forward.”
(GRÁINNE MCHALE, LIFESOUNDS ARTISTS)
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THE ARTISTS GROUP was formed of six individuals
from diverse disciplines:
Gráinne McHale Project Director / Interactive Music Technology
Inma Moya Pavon Movement Artist
Harry Moore Photographer/Visual artist
Danny McCarthy Sound Artist
Eva McMullan-Glossop Vocal Artist/Choir Director
Margaret O’Sullivan Creative Writing and Inclusive Documentation
Through a volunteer mentoring programme, two undergraduate
music students, Jason Shannon and Marian Caulfield, from UCC
School of Music and Theatre provided support and became core
members of the LifeSounds ensembles. Children from Togher
Girls Primary School and teenage rappers from ‘The Lodge’
Foróige Youth Project also participated in the project.

“This project meant

very much to me.
It’s what I wanted
to do in my career.
It’s very much a life
experience for me. It’s
very important, very
important for me.”
(INMA PAVON,
LIFESOUNDS ARTIST)
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LifeSounds Approaches
A NON-HIERARCHICAL,
informal approach was taken in
order to enable creative expression
and collaboration between all
LifeSounds participants. The
promotion of inclusion and
empowerment were central to all
activities, and reflective practice
was embedded in the project.
The professional artists engaged
in the project as facilitators and
collaborators, empowering all
ensemble members to determine
the creative direction of the
project.

“Really the approach

to facilitation in
LifeSounds was
about being open
and adaptable,
not coming with a
didactic approach,
more of a facilitatory
one – this was a key
factor in the success
of LifeSounds.”

The commitment to
intergenerational interaction was
realised through the collaboration
between the professisonal artists,
O’Connell Court and Ard na Rí
residents, UCC School of Music
and Theatre students, youth
rappers and primary school
children.

(GRÁINNE MCHALE,
LIFESOUNDS ARTIST)
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Ard na Rí LifeSounds
Ensemble Culture Night 2012
AS PART OF Culture
Night 2012, members of
the Ard na Rí LifeSounds
Ensemble shared their
creative work at a
public performance in
the Ó Riada Hall,
School of Music and
Theatre, UCC. The
ensemble presented an
eclectic mix of original multimedia
performance pieces to a very
appreciative and, at times, emotional
audience.
Places and Spaces, the
main ensemble piece,
consisted of a multimedia
collage that combined
movement and sound
improvisations, original
songs, rhythms, raps
and visuals. In its
performance of Places
and Spaces, Ard na Rí
LifeSounds Ensemble was joined by
three local musicians, a video artist
and three rappers from the youth club
located next door to Ard na Rí daycare
center.
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O’Connell Court LifeSounds
Ensemble Garden Party
“I liked having
the children over
‘cause they were
company for
me ‘cause I’m
always alone you
know... that’s me
life... it was lovely.”
(LORRAINE LYNCH,
O’CONNELL COURT
RESIDENT)

THE O’CONNELL COURT
LifeSounds Ensemble shared its
creative work in a ‘Garden Party’ at
O’Connell Court in October 2012.
Previous garden parties at O’Connell
Court were remembered by residents
as occasions of shared happiness.
O’Connell Court was recently relocated
to the Old Doughcloyne Hotel, where,
unfortunately, there is no garden; so
the ensemble members collaborated
with a local visual artist and children
from Togher primary schools to create
an indoor garden. The indoor ‘Garden
Party’ consisted of
an improvisatory
performance
piece, combining
movement, visuals,
songs, poetry
and sounds. The
use of interactive
music technology,
including
Soundbeam and the Magic Flute, was
central to the piece. The O’Connell
Court LifeSounds Ensemble was joined
in the performance by children from
local primary schools and several local
musicians.
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Technology
TECHNOLOGY PLAYED A
critical role in LifeSounds,
facilitating the
development of individual
creativity, construction
of multidimensional
performance contexts, and
documentation of the project.

“The Soundbeam is

Interaction with audio and
video technologies expanded
the creative potential for
ensemble members, and
accessible interactive music
technology systems facilitated
the creative input of ensemble
members with limited
movement capabilities.

unbelievable.
They loved it.”

(ANGELA MCGREAVEY,
O’CONNELL COURT CARER)

“Soundbeam enabled

people to access music
making straight away,
and access high quality
sounds straight away...
with the Soundbeam you
have access to a huge
pallet of sounds.”

(INMA PAVON, LIFESOUNDS ARTIST)
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The interactive music
technology system,
Soundbeam, was central
to the workshops and the
performance phases of
LifeSounds. Soundbeam
employs movement sensors
and switches to trigger musical
sounds and music samples,
enabling ensemble members
with limited movement to
perform at a musical level that
they would not otherwise be
able to achieve.

Happenings
THE LIFESOUNDS PROJECT was based on the fundamental
principle of equality of collaboration. LifeSounds had specific
immediate impacts, including:

“The range

of outcomes
provides an
indication
of the rich
potential for
LifeSounds, and
other inclusive
ensemblebased projects,
to create
meaningful
‘moments’ in
the lives of
those who
participate
in these new
communities
of artistic
practice.”
(GRÁINNE MCHALE,
LIFESOUNDS ARTIST)

Emergence of two intergenerational,
community-based, multimedia
ensembles in Cork city.
Ongoing collaboration between UCC
School of Music and Theatre and Ard na
Rí daycare centre.
Enhanced connection between O’Connell
Court and the neighbouring schools,
Togher Girls’ and Boys’ National Schools.
Development of a collaborative project
between LifeSounds artist Danny
McCarthy and residents of O’Connell
Court.
Inspiration for other collaborative arts
initiatives to emerge between UCC
School of Music and Theatre and other
local communities, revealing a concrete
impact on the culture within UCC and
the wider community.
International links with Molly Sturges and
LittleGlobe Arts in New Mexico.
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Reflections and Celebrations
IN NOVEMBER 2012, LifeSounds participants
took part in a seminar facilitated by Gráinne McHale
and Dr Mel Mercier at UCC School of Music and
Theatre. Molly Sturges (Little Globe, New Mexico)
also contributed to the seminar via Skype. The
seminar provided an opportunity for members of the
LifeSounds ensembles to reflect on, and share, their
experiences of the project.
It was also acknowledged
that LifeSounds and other
similarly ambitious projects
are resource heavy and
need to be well supported
in order to achieve their
richly textured outcomes.
It was generally agreed that
the extended timeframe of
LifeSounds was necessary
in order to establish the relationships of trust
essential to the creation of a safe, open space for
improvisation and creativity.
While participants considered LifeSounds a wholly
positive and creative experience, some concerns
about the sustainability of this creative work were
raised. LifeSounds and similar projects ultimately
need to break out of the project-by-project pattern.
In order to ensure artists develop their practice
as well as alleviate concerns about sporadic
engagement, it was suggested that a contribution to
an over-arching strategy for the development and
sustainability of this collaborative work would be an
important strategic goal for LifeSounds.
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